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ABSTRACT SinceSimmel'sseminalessayon secretsocieties,littlesystematicwork on the topichas beenattemptedeventhoughthe empiricalbasisfor suchwork has greatlyimproved.Thepresentpaperusessix casestudieswith unusually goodstructuraldetailin analyzingoneaspectof secretsocieties:theirorganizationalstructure.In contrastwith Simmel,I arguethat secretsocietiesunder riskmust be differentiated fromothers;that societiesunderriskhavea wide rangeof structuralforms;and that the majorsourcesof structurearefoundin preexistingsocialstructuresratherthanin psychological factors.Riskenforces recruitmentalong lines of trust, thus throughpreexistingnetworksof relationships,whichset the limitsof the secretsociety'sstructure.Structurecan still varyconsiderably, dependingprimarilyon the centralization of controlof recruitment,in turndependenton the controlof keyresources. This paper discusses the structuresof secret societies operating under risk, with an emphasis on how and why such structures vary in the extent to which they are hierarchical.To date, the only theory of secret society structure is that of Simmel. His discussion of secrets and secret societies has not generated as much later work as most of his other contributions;see, for example, a recent review of Simmel's impact on North American sociology (Levine et al. a, b). Further, the few scholars discussing secret societies since Simmel have not systematically analyzed the structureof secret societies. This topic need no longer be neglected, given the growing number of good case studies with detailed structuralinformation. I will use six such studies to develop an argument which differs from Simmel's in several fundamental ways. Simmel discusses secret societies in general. I argue that secret societies operating under risk are quite different from others, and my analysis is confined to such cases. Simmel's discussion of the sources of secret society structure emphasized psychological factors, especially a love of hierarchicalplanning. I argue that, for societies under risk, the crucial motive is a desire to maximize security. Simmel implies that psychological factors are far more important than structuralones, while I argue that preexisting social structure constrains the forms secret societies can take. Finally, Simmel assumes that all secret societies are hierarchical.I argue that their structuresvary, in part because C
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Secrecy & Social Structure/ 189 of their varying structuralcontexts. Indeed, this paper can be seen as a contribution to the study of the emergence of new social forms from old ones. Defining and Classifying Secret Societies A secret society is here defined in social network terms as a persisting patternof relationships which directlyor indirectlylinks the participantsin related secret activities. There must be some secret activities in order to have a secret society; there must be a persistent pattern of relationships among participantsin order to have a secret society.Consider one example of secret activity that does not meet this definition of a secret society. Lee describes getting an abortion at a time when that was a criminal offense. Most of the abortions were obtained by women who asked for help and information from a few trusted friends, who sometimes asked friends of theirs in turn, and so on until the connection was made. These activities were not part of an enduring organization of relationships carrying out similaractivities over time, but ratherthey were one-time collaborationsof a few people who may never again have been part of the same action set. Thus the proposed definition requires secret societies to have persisting structures, but it does not restrict the form such structures may have; their form should be a matter for investigation. In this paper varying forms are roughly classifiedby their degree of approximationto a hierarchy. This classificationsuffices for the present argument and allows us to assess the adequacy of Simmel's stress on hierarchy.The most hierarchicalstructure possible is a tree in the graph-theoreticsense, with careful separation of both levels and branches in the organization, a form Simmel (357) suggests in a key example. In a less rigid form there are distinct ranked orders (Simmel; 356-7), with access only between contiguous levels (366-7) and control centralized at the top level (371). Branches, however, are less well defined; people at the same level may have ratherfree access to each other. In still more loosely structured cases, not considered by Simmel, both levels and branches are difficult to define and the structureis more like an acquaintancestructurethan a hierarchyin the more or less rigid sense. Secret societies may also be classified in terms of the conditions under which they exist. If conditions include risk, as when the members of a secret society risk imprisonment or injury or death, the processes generating the society's structure are distinctive ones. The analysis of cases under risk, which is the business of this paper, need not apply to secret but safe societies. In turn the analysis of safe secret societies would probably benefit from a close reading of Simmell, whose ideas are not as applicable to the structureof secret societies under risk.



190 / Social Forces Volume 60:1, September 1981 The Variability of Secret Societies Under Risk THE DATA AND THEIR LIMITS



For the purposes of this paper, secret societies under risk must be distinguished from safe ones but they need not be further subclassified. They vary in many ways,2 but I argue that these variations will affect only the details of the distinctive processes to be analyzed. Risk is so important a consideration that it sets similar processes in motion even for societies differing in time, place, goals, and so on, as do the examples used here. I will describe the structuresof six secret societies in detail, both to demonstrate the variabilityof secret society structureand to provide background for the analysis of the sources of such structure. The case studies used provide unusually detailed and reliable information about structure and its suggested sources. For the most part the studies are based on accounts by multiple observers from several different parts of the secret society; the observers are not randomly obtained but biases in obtaining them can be seen and allowed for;the observers' own biases in both observation and reporting can be judged; some supplementary data sources are used; and the kinds of ties reported as links in the secret society structure are clearly indicated. A more detailed discussion of these topics for each case is given in a methodological Appendix. Overall, the data and their quality suffice to demonstrate that structuralvariabilityexists and to illustrate my analysis of the sources of this variability.The data quality is also far superior to that available when Simmel was writing. Simmel does not make his own sources clear, but they were probably similar to those describedin great detail in Heckethorn, who first published at the turn of the century. The bulk of Heckethorn's material consists of scanty and highly colored accounts by untrainedand often biased observers, with the original accounts often filtered through several untrained and even more biased intermediaries. Roberts clearly shows the paucity and inaccuracyof nineteenth century information blaming mistaken beliefs current among the ruling classes and their agents (like police forces), especially the belief in the extent and power of secret societies. The quality of available data has improved greatly. However, the data still do not permit a rigorous testing of theory because a random sample of cases cannot be obtained. Secret phenomena are in general impossible to sample; for similar comments on a different kind of covert activity, see Marx (404). In the present paper, there is the added difficulty that the cases used to illustratethe argumentare also to a large extent those used to develop it in the first place. The paper must thereforebe seen as an argument with roots in good data sources, but not as a formally demonstrated theory.
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The first example is one which comes closest to Simmel's planned, hierarchical secret society. This example is the underground organization in Auschwitz, described by Garlinski on the basis of a variety of memoirs, recollectiveinterviews, and documents. The most active organizer,Pilecki, assumed the underground ought to be a rigid hierarchy with five-man cells, and tried to organize it in just that way. The widespread conception of the underground as a resistance army, as well as some other possible biases, probably leads to a somewhat overly hierarchicaltrend in the observer accounts. Even allowing for this, the Auschwitz example is clearly one of the most hierarchicalones, with distinct levels and branches and centralizedcontrol. Levels included Pileckihimself as effective leader, other leaders and organizers, people directlyrecruitedby organizers, and people indirectlyrecruitedwho could often have been subdivided into still further levels (e.g., Pilecki at one point had recruited100 people himself and they in turn perhaps 500 more; Garlinski, 110). Access to vital secrets, such as knowledge of underground memberships, was limited to the inner circle or one or two people like Pilecki himself. There were several kinds of segregated branches in the organization. Branches to some extent paralleled divisions in the officialcamp organization(hospital branches, medical workers vs. craftsmen, residential blocks). And some branches of the underground grew as separate undergrounds and remained distinct after the leadership merged. Centralized control was reflected in such matters as escapes, with underground members either refrainingfrom them, or helping in them as their leaders decreed. The overall structurewas thus hierarchical,though not the rigid hierarchyof five-man cells Pilecki intended. Recall that he recruited 100 people personally; one woman could recall over 20 people she knew in the underground, "occasionally"people belonged to two different branches. Naquin provides an admirable account of the 1813 Eight Trigrams rebellion in China; here I will emphasize the best-documented branch of the rebels, the White Lotus sect in the Peking area. Sources for this branch include some 200 confessions by participantsin various parts of the organization (Naquin, 285-6), plus palace memorials, official communications, and captured sect documents. Again there may be some trend toward an overemphasis on hierarchyin these materials,in part because both the sect members and government officialshad a hierarchicalconception of orderly social relations in general and the sect in particular.Even allowing for this, the sect was almost as hierarchicalas the Auschwitz underground. The White Lotus had levels clearly distinct in terms of authority, with a beginner deferential to his teacher and that teacher in turn deferential to his teacher and so on up to the sect leader. Only rarely were these rankings reversed, as in the case of the exceptional leader, Li, who supplanted his



192 / Social Forces Volume 60:1, September 1981 one-time superiors. These levels were probablymore distinct than those in the previous example in the sense of lower mobility,but on the other hand, they were less distinct in the sense of security since it was common for people to know the identities of those above and below them. Indeed, such knowledge was an aspect of the legitimacy of the sect teachings, since each teacher drew authority from his link with his own teacher. Even at a high point of the sect's size, while still underground, with thousands of members in several areas, lower ranking members knew the name and general location of their top spiritual leader, Lin. Branches were reasonably distinct, as reflected for example in the tendency to break down into separate sects (one per branch) when the succession to overall leadership was unclear. But branches in different locations nevertheless had some crosslinking: the geographically mobile might join different groups in different places, healers moved around as part of their work and had links in many communities, and boxers were mobile and also liked to study with a series of teachers to expand their repertories. Centralizedcontrol was reflected in hierarchicalcontrol of sect finances with donations flowing upward for the leaders to use as they thought best; in the top-level planning of the eventual rebellion and the downward flow of information and orders concerning it; and in the graduated access to sect secrets, such as special chants and scriptures. The next two cases have much less clearly hierarchicalorganization, with at least a few levels but possibly less distinct ones and with markedly less branch separation. First is the Lupollo crime "family" reported by lanni from several years of fieldwork and information from dozens of informants. The major bias problem here is that the higher levels of the organization are much better observed than the rest. lanni directly observed relationships among the kin group from which the higher levels were recruited and recorded various kinds of ties in detail; but lower ranks are reported largely from indirect informationlimited to "organizationcharts" (a,106) which may or may not have fully reflected reality. It is clearthat there are several layers of authority, with members of the ruling kin group at the top and subordinates arrayedin up to half a dozen layers in the numbers and loansharking enterprises. Subordinates know who their employers are, though not all that is done higher up. The separation of branches is more doubtful. Branches are presented as separate in organization charts but some of the concrete detail suggests otherwise. Ties across branches are very dense at the top, where ties are most closely observed, and they exist, to at least some extent, lower down as well. For example, the two majorillegal enterprises are cross-linked at least through the practice of having loansharks hang out near the gamblingsites. Controlover the enterprisesis centralized. The second intermediate case is the San Antonio heroin market, studied by Redlinger from fieldwork and 40 interviews touching on all



Secrecy & Social Structure/ 193 levels of the distributionnetwork except the top one and the marginallight user. Higher levels are less well represented and are reported in somewhat different terms, with more stress on economic transactionsas opposed to trust and friendship ties. Thus (just the opposite of the preceding case) it is the upper levels whose hierarchicalorganization may be overestimated. The market has at least four levels: consumers, retailers, wholesalers, and big dealers or importers.The distinctions among the levels are fluid. Retailers are usually also consumers and return to the consumer level often; wholesalers may be retailersexpanding business. There is some insulation between levels stemming from the desire of inferiors to keep their higherlevel connections secret in order to profit from monopoly access to suppliers, and from the desire of superiors to restrict potentially dangerous knowledge of their illegal activities to a trusted few. But these desires are to some extent frustratedby the fact that most participantsare recruitedfrom the same community and could not operate at all without the network of contactsthe community provides (Redlinger,337-47). Thereis some branch separationon ethnic lines, with blacks and Anglos getting heroin primarily from other blacks or Anglos, but most market members are MexicanAmerican and branch separation within this ethnic group is not clearly indicated. Overall, the structuralinformationis incomplete and biases are probably extensive; it is simply a reasonable conjecture that levels and branches exist but are less separated than in previously discussed cases. Control,however, is still fairlycentralizedthrough centralcontrolof heroin supplies. The Lupollo crime family and the San Antonio heroin market are already ratherfar from pure cell structures,since branches are poorly separated and even levels are imperfectly insulated. The next sample takes us far indeed from pure hierarchy. Plant did fieldwork and interviews with 200 drug users (primarilymarijuanausers) in Cheltenham, England. Plant treated any kind of contact within the network as a tie, which raises some problems of comparabilitywith studies using more restrictivedefinitions if the lattertend to select more hierarchicalrelationships. On the other hand, ties of different kinds (e.g., drug transactionlinks vs. friendship) seem to be little separatedin this network. Plant pursued ties so thoroughly that he was able to construct a sociogram for his 200 contacts (107). As a hierarchy this sociogram is unrecognizable, but as a friendship network it is typical. There are a few well-known dealers who are connected to a relatively large number of people, but this hardly constitutes distinct layering; and Plant reports some trend to greaterwithin-class interaction,but there are far too many cross-class links for distinct branches to be visible. Plant gives no indication of centralized control of activities in the network, though of course some members are more active than others. Importantinformation diffuses freely and rapidly. The last example has one especially interesting feature: the analyst
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(Aubert) is both a sociologist and a former full-fledged participant, a member of the underground in his native Norway during the German occupation. This unusual immediacy is the main reason for including the case even though Aubert is somewhat vague about the basis of his generalizations and the overall direction of bias is difficult to judge (for details see Appendix). The structual pattern is also hard to identify. Aubert refers to a hierarchical structure of command in which superiors were more likely to know the real identity of subordinates than vice versa. But he also refers to egalitarianism, decisions made largely by consensus, and friendship ties linking people in different positions. The existence of separate branches is suggested by the remark that subordinates had only limited contacts with other subordinates but this could be true for a number of different possible structures, including one of overlapping small cliques rather than distinct branches. Probably this structure fits in just before the marijuana network, more hierarchical than that, but less hierarchical than the first four examples. Even allowing for the gaps and ambiguities in our knowledge of these cases, the variety of organizational structure is striking. Further, no simple explanation for the variation seems to hold. For example, whatever the details of the Norwegian underground structure, it was certainly far less elaborate and hierarchical than the Auschwitz underground, even though both organizations were political secret societies engaging in similar resistance work under similarly severe risk. Again, the San Antonio heroin market and the English marijuana network are both organizations distributing illegal drugs, but one is moderately hierarchical and the other not hierarchical at all.



Explaining the Structureof Secret Societies Under Risk SUGGESTIONS



FROM SIMMEL



Simmel sees the secret society as an exceptionally rational, deliberate, planned construction. It is built from scratch by a central power and reflects the builders' fascination with control and hierarchy. Thus the structure is always hierarchical and preexisting relationships are not important. Evidently,the fact that the secret society must be built up from its basis by means of a conscious, reflective will, gives free reign to the peculiar passion engendered by such arbitrarilydisposing, organizationalactivitiesof planning importantschemata. All system-building ... involves the assertion of power . . . especially true of the secret society, which does not grow but is built, and which can count on fewer preformed parts than can any despotic or socialist system (357). Clearly there is some weakness in this line of thought, since we have just seen that secret society structure can vary greatly for societies



Secrecy & Social Structure/ 195 under risk. I shall argue that the presence of risk leads to different motivations in building secret societies, to a far greaterpart played by "preformed parts," and indeed to a quite different line of analysis from that sketched by Simmel;this analysis is consistent with variabilityin secret society structure. The argument takes a starting point that echoes a comment by a sophisticatedanalyst with more practicalexperience than Simmel:"Secrecy is such a necessary condition for this kind of organization that all other conditions (number and selection of members, functions etc.) must be made to conform to it" (Lenin, 73). RISK, TRUST, AND PRIOR NETWORKS



When secrecy is indeed a necessarycondition, when it stems from need to reduce risk rather than from the fun of having a secret, trust becomes a vital matter and hence preexisting networks set the limits of a secret society. To amplify this, suppose for simplicity that one member is thinking of recruitingone new member. The established member is under risk, since the potential member could betray him; the potential member is also under risk, since he is invited to participatein a dangerous activity about which he knows very little. Clearly recruitmentis not likely to take place unless the two people first trust each other, unless they have a prior tie outside the secret society and that tie is a reasonably strong one. (Trustwas important in all our examples; see Garlinski,37; Naquin, 32; lanni, a,77-82; Redlinger, 338, 343; Plant, 76; Aubert, 291.) And trusted prior contacts are importantin general, as reported over and over again: in accounts of other political undergrounds (e.g., Kogon), in accounts of other drug users (for heroin, see the review in Hunt and Chambers;for marijuana,Kandel) and so on. Strong ties are always preferred as the building blocks of secret societies, but the kind of tie actually used varies. Relatively weak ties may be used if the degree of risk is relatively low; for example, marijuanausers are willing to share informationor drugs or activities with a wider range of people than the more endangered and hence more cautious users of heroin (compare Plant, or Goode, to Redlinger, or Hughes). And the nature of a strong tie varies with culture and context. To the nineteenth-century Chinese and to twentieth century migrants from Southern Italy,kinship is the strongest kind of relationship, and recruitment to secret societies often followed kin lines. In Auschwitz, on the other hand, recruitment took place between former army comrades-in-arms for the military men and between former political co-workers for the political underground. For drug use, the key relationships are close peer ties especially among young males. Component links of the secret society are selected from links in priornetworks, and just which priornetworks depends on the participants' understanding of which ties are most trustworthy.



196 / Social Forces Volume 60:1, September 1981 Since the secret society is based on prior networks, cleavages in those networks set limits for the structure of the secret society. The cleavages do not have to be extreme in order to have an effect. For even if there are a few bridging ties crossing priorrelationalcleavages, these bridges are likely to be weak (Granovetter)and thus unlikely paths of recruitmentto a risky enterprise. Thus groups disconnected or poorly connected outside a secret society are also separated within (or between) secret societies. I earlier described several secret societies with relatively well-separated branches; the separation rests at least in part on the cleavages in prior networks. Consider the Auschwitz underground branches formed in different parts of the camp, or different political or army groups, or different nationality groups. Similarbranching was also noted for other camps. The White Lotus branches were territorial,like the social relations of the time. Cleavages may lead not just to separate branches but to separate societies; many of the Auschwitz branches were originally separate undergrounds and some undergrounds stayed separate to the end, there were many different White Lotus sects in different places, the pattern of heroin epidemics strongly suggests that cleavage lines like race are reflected in different drug networks (Hunt; Hunt and Chambers). By contrast, Plant's soft drug users were drawn from a dense network of young people living mostly with other young people in a small area so that cleavages were not marked, and neither was the drug network internally split. On the other hand, prior cliques, as well as prior cleavages, may be reflected in the secret society. This effect appears to be more erratic,since it is easier not to use an existing tie than to bridge the gap where no tie exists, but several accounts include occasionalexamples of entire households, cliques, or other strong components of prior networks beginning secret work. PLANNING AND THE LOCUS OF CONTROL



Importantas relational cleavages are, it should be clear that these set very broad limits which by no means determine the shape of the secret society. Any prior network is the potential basis of a large variety of secret structures, depending on how relationships are selected from the priornetwork for inclusion in the secret society. In particular, societies with different degrees of hierarchicalstructure are usually possible given the same preexisting relationships. Suppose for example, that a new recruitto a cell has prior ties to people in other cells. If these ties are allowed to become part of the secret society (if the recruitlearns that his friends are also members and he begins to interactwith them on that basis), then a pure hierarchycannot be maintained, since people's ties do not naturally occur in suitable hierarchicalpatterns. On the other hand, a hierarchycan be maintained if ties are incorporatedinto the secret society only when they fit an overall hierarchical pattern. I suggest that the critical question here is the locus of



Secrecy & Social Structure/ 197 control over recruitment, with more centralized control a prerequisite for highly selective incorporationof prior ties which is in turn a prerequisite for hierarchicalstructure. Centralizedcontrol of recruitmentcan take several forms, varying in detail. Simmel (349-51, 366-7) describes one form in which new members enter at the lowest level and move upward only when their superiors feel they have been sufficiently tested and trained. The essential element here is some kind of control from above. In some cases, people at one level control just those at the next level below (the San Antonio heroin market probablyfits here). In others, those at the highest level may centralize yet further by controlling recruitmentand promotion for several levels below them (the Lupollo "family"is closer to this version). Recruitsmay have to start at the bottom and work their way up (the usual pattern for White Lotus members), or they may be recruited directly to higher levels (as in the case of many heroin wholesalers with capitaland connections to established upper level people). A little of everything may be included; for example, Pilecki did a lot of recruiting himself, encouraged recruits to recruit in turn, tried however at least to know who had been recruited indirectly,and facilitatedrecruitmentto various levels in Auschwitz. But in all these cases, we see two common elements: these are our more hierarchical cases, and recruitmentis somehow controlled from above. This control does not in itself guarantee a hierarchicaloutcome, since the control could be put to various uses, but it is a prerequisitefor a hierarchicalstructure. The more decentralized the control over recruitment, the more recruitmentsimply spreads like a diffusion process and generates a structure with very few hierarchical features. In the English marijuana network, for example, there was no centralizationof recruitment. People not only "turned on" their friends whenever they chose, but also created new links within the network at will by introducing people, known to be users. It would be most unlikely for such decentralizeduse of ties from a nonhierarchical prior network to produce a hierarchicalstructure,and this improbable outcome did not occur. Ianni's (b) report on several street quasi-groups appears to be another instance of free-for-allrecruitmentgenerating nonhierarchicalresults, though in this case the patternis a set of loosely connected cliques rather than the one dense network in the Cheltenham example. The Norwegian underground is perhaps an intermediate case; recruits were supposed to be carefully vetted but "very frequently a member was co-opted by a friend without any kind of procedureat all" (Aubert, 290-1). It should be noted that a secret society may draw on more than one network in more than one way. This may in turn have an impact on the society's structure, rendering it more complex internally than the discussion above might suggest. Forexample, Ianni (a) descibes three broadlydefined levels of the Lupollo "family business" with three different prior networks as recruitmentbases. The highest of the three is drawn from the



198 / Social Forces Volume 60:1, September 1981 central kin group; the intermediate level, from near and distant relatives; the bottom level from those with some kind of nonkin personal tie to a member of the centralkin group. The higher levels are recruitedfrom more narrowly defined and more dense prior networks, and hence one would expect them to be more tightly knit. We know that the central kin group and upper level of the family business is indeed tightly knit, but the details of the lower level structureare not clear. Yetit seems reasonableto conjecture that the effect of varying prior networks, in this particularexample, is to strengthen central control by fostering stronger and denser ties at the top than at the bottom. In other examples, the effect may be to induce structuralvariation from branch to branch (e.g., Kogon, 201-10 on differences between nationality groups in camp undergrounds). BASES OF CENTRALIZED CONTROL: COMMAND OF RESOURCES



We have seen that the locus of control over recruitmentcombines with the nature of the prior network used for recruitmentto shape both the overall structureof a secret society and some of its internalvariations. But centralized controlover recruitment(or other matters)requiresa centralizedpower base of some kind. In all our more centralizedand more hierarchicalexamples, there was central control of some key resource critical to the secret society's members. The leaders of the Auschwitz underground were often able to influence appointments to the more desirablecamp jobs with better conditions and better chances of survival; through their agents in important administrativeposts they were able to influence job allocation, to get advance warning of important changes in policy, and (through the camp hospitals) to save lives or to arrangethe deaths of informers. White Lotus leaders drew on authority and also often on scriptures inherited from previous leaders, on special skills such as arts of healing, boxing, or meditation, and on knowledge of secret chants of supposedly great benefit. As rebellion drew nearer, they also emphasized promises of rank and reward to be given to the faithfulafter taking power. Turningto the more modified hierarchies, the centralkin group in the Lupollo family business kept central control in part through the command of financial resources (e.g. the capital for the loansharkingbusiness), in part through their extensive patronage in legal and illegal branches of the business, in part through their carefullytended protectiveconnections. In the San Antonio heroin market, higher level participants, like wholesalers, control the supply of heroin through restricted possession of capital and connections to producers or importers. However, neither capital nor connections are monopolized in this market, and it has been conjecturedthat it is less centralized and less hierarchicalthan Eastern markets (Moore). It is also probably the least hierarchicalof the first four examples. Turningto the most diffusely structuredcases with least centralized



Secrecy & Social Structure/ 199 control, we also find the least centralizationof important resources. In the English marijuana network, drugs are available on a fairly steady basis from several dealers and are also brought in sporadically by others so that no one person or group controls supplies. Even the poorest members of the network can afford drugs, and even the more marginalones can find access to them. No basis for centralcontrolexists. Finally,in the Norwegian underground, most of the necessary resources for underground work, like ration cards, were dispersed among the members and less essential but still potentially relevant resources like social status were if anything inversely related to rank within the underground itself. This dispersion of resourceswent with frequentdecentralizedrecruitmentand decisions made by consensus. Centralized control of resources makes for centralized control of organizational processes like recruitment and promotion and hence promotes a hierarchicalstructure. In turn, a hierarchicalstructure itself contributes to the centralized control of resources because higher level members have greater access to essential information and to other resources and benefits. In the Auschwitz underground, more centralmembers knew more about the organizationitself and about events inside and outside the camp; and they tended to get the better jobs. In the White Lotus, the leaders again knew far more about the sect organizationand plans than the followers; the benefits of rank included status, sometimes sex, and control of considerable income which was partly turned to personal use. In the Lupollo family business, more centralmen knew more of the family affairs, had considerable income and prestige, and a valued solidarity based on their dense multiplex ties. In the San Antonio heroin market, some admittedly spotty evidence suggests that both profit and profit margin may increase with rank, and certainly security from arrest does so. In the Norwegian underground higher level leaders knew more about the information gathered for intelligence purposes and about the membership and organizationof the underground and they thus enjoyed a greater sense of knowledge and control in a perilous situation;they had prestige and some ability to give orders within the underground world. It is not clear that they had any other rewards, including greatersecurity.Finally,the English marijuananetwork did not show much rank-basedbenefits, although key dealers and older users had some status and notoriety. Overall, the more hierarchicalorganizationsare also the most centralizedin controlof recruitment, control of resources and distributionof informationand benefits. Recruitment,resources, and structurehave complex feedback relationships. I have just argued that hierarchicalstructuremakes for centralized control of resources;these together are the basis of centralizedcontrol of recruitment;and, as argued in the previous section, centralized control of recruitment is a prerequisite for hierarchicalstructure. Thus hierarchy and centralizationtend to be correlatedcross-sectionallyand tend to rein-



200 / Social Forces Volume 60:1, September 1981 force each other over time. To refine this rather broad model of causal feedback it would be useful to have cases in which one of the three components (recruitment, structure, or resources) changed sharply so that its independent effects on the other two components could be more clearly seen than is possible for the examples used here. Finally,the earlierstages of this argument dealt with more asymmetric effects. Risk, which comes from sources beyond the secret society's control, starts the processes in motion. The need for trust then leads to the use of prior networks, which predate the secret society and set constraints on it. The Dynamics of Secret Societies The theoretical discussion above paid little explicit attention to time and change; yet every example with well-documented time depth shows some kind of change. A full investigation of this topic would take us well beyond the scope of this paper, but a few remarks on matters directly connected with the present theoreticalframeworkare in order. First, some change is of little interest here because it is not structural. Naquin reports that White Lotus sects waxed and waned as new branches were set up, old ones merged or fissured, or branches simply gained or lost numbers, partly in response to the degree of government repression. None of these changes involved any alterationin the basic structuralform of the sects.3 Also excluded from current analysis are changes in policy, like the Lupollo family's shift toward more and more legal enterprisesor the Auschwitz underground's varying policy on escapes, although I note in passing that deliberate shifts of overall policy are most likely for centralized structures. Second, some changes stem from sources outside the currentarea of analysis, primarilyfrom the actions of the authorities (e.g., see Marx). Some change is generated by the ongoing activities of the secret society and may include change of structure as well as change of size. As the members of a secret organization pursue their goals, they must engage in behaviors that cannot always be completely disguised or buried in the stream of mundane activities. Unusual activities are most easily recognized by others engaged in the same kind of pursuits, so that members may come to be aware of each other as members. Consider members of the same secret society first. Heroin addicts provide an extreme example: even if they are not showing such obvious signs of addiction as withdrawal symptoms, they engage in the frequent (often daily) routine of buying supplies and both the routines and the sources are well known to other addicts. Over time, one would expect the addicts in a distribution structure to come to know each other. Hughes provides some cross-sectional comparisons which fit this expectation, with newer users in smaller clusters and long-established users involved in large heroin communities. The



Secrecy & Social Structure/ 201 English marijuananetwork is also quite dense. The growth of dense ties among members is often made possible through prior networks: if members are recruited from one network, then they will have many additional ties there which may be absorbed into the secret society as the interaction and attractionand trust involved in the outside ties helps members to notice and acknowledge their mutual involvement in secret activities. Aubert notes that "narrow" recruitment in a small city implied that one underground member was quite likely to encounter another known under his real identity, which posed problems for the maintenance of a sparse hierarchical structure. In general, one would expect the proliferation of ties within the secret society to lead to a less and less hierarchicalorganization. Next consider people in the same line of work, as it were, but in separatesecret societies. Such people may also recognize the tell-tale traces of each other's activities and hence the two secret societies may learn of each other's existence, however incompletely; in turn this may lead to rivalry and conflict or to co-operation and merger. Garlinski reports that Pilecki, the Auschwitz underground organizer, was "naturally"aware of other militaryundergrounds besides his own and of politicalundergrounds as well. At first glance it does not seem so natural that undergrounds in such desperate circumstanceswould be known to outsiders; but it was so, and Kogon reports a similar pattern for other camps. Mutual awareness does make sense, however, in light of the fact that the various undergrounds often were trying to do much the same kinds of things. For example, several of the Auschwitz undergrounds were very eager to have communication links outside the camp in order to pass out information about conditions there and in order to get what outside help was possible. But the opportunities for outside links were rather limited, so that the same person was used as a messenger by two different groups in the camp communicatingwith two differentbodies outside. Such overlappingpeople played a key role in the merger of different undergrounds. In a similar way, White Lotus sects tended to have a vague awareness of each other in part because,practitionersof skills taught within the sects, like boxing or healing, often moved around and met colleagues from other branches. Thus links to other groups could be tracked down and expanded with some effort, and the leader of the Peking group did this so effectively that he expanded from one small local sect to a merger of five formerlyseparate sects in sixty villages in the Peking area, let alone his connection with groups to the south. The structural effect of such encounters between separate sects can vary. Separate hierarchicalsects may simply merge into larger hierarchies; or the key linkage people may be lower down in the hierarchiesand take advantage of their crucialbridging role to expand their own networks and power positions. It has often been noted that participationin a secret society tends to be absorbing:the excitement and comradeship of shared risk can lead to



202 / Social Forces Volume 60:1, September 1981 stronger and stronger affiliation with the secret society and with other members. Participantsmay gradually restructuretheir networks, interacting more and more with other participantsand less and less with outsiders (Plant). This, and the tendency to mutual recognition discussed above, lead to increasing density of ties and thus decreasing clarityof hierarchical structure over time. It is in a way surprising that secret societies ever manage to stay very hierarchicalfor any length of time. When they do, one or more of several counteravailingtendencies may be at work. The levels and branches of the hierarchy may parallel cleavages in prior networks (e.g., drug organization in geographicallyseparated networks); or lines of authority may be kept hierarchicalin spite of dense ties, which requires firm centralcontrol of key resources (as in the White Lotus);or the presence of great danger may convince participants to avoid surplus ties in their own interests (as was often the case in undergrounds). Future Directions Before the present argument can become a theory, there must be further data and analysis for two crucial topics: risk, and secret society structure. Risk has been the prime mover, defining a universe of discourse of organizations subject to particularorganizing processes triggered in the first instance by danger. It is risk that makes trust imperative, and thus leads to the essential part played by preexisting networks, and so on. Now risk can certainlybe conceptuallydecomposed and fruitfullyanalyzed. Forexample, there may be a connection between the basis of the threatened negative sanctions and the scope of secrecy.Formembers of the White Lotus, everything had to be kept secret because any form of participationin the sect was a crime and any official suspicion of such participationcould lead to arrest and torture. For members of the Lupollo family a general secrecy is cultivated as a useful habit but many things (like the existence of the numbers game, its general organization and the family's leadership) are not well concealed;since none of this informationis basis for legal action, it is not crucialto hide it. A more complex set of possibilities is raised by the traditionalbelief that greater risk requires and evokes a more rigidly hierarchicalstructure. Does greater risk in fact go with tighter structures?In favor of this, one could note that risk may induce greaterwillingness to accept discipline and refrain from building surplus ties; also greater risk suggests use of more trusted others, or stronger prior ties, and strong ties may be easier to build into hierarchies because they are more sparse and more tightly cliqued (Granovetter).On the other hand, great risk may go with a need for wideranging resources to carryon the society's activities, which may in turn call for a wide variety of personal contacts, which are much more readily ob-
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tained through less inbred weak ties and opportunistic recruitment than through inbred strong ties and recruitment in accord with a rigid hierarchical plan. Further, it is not clear that a more rigidly hierarchical structure is the best answer to security problems. In risky situations, members and hence the links they are part of, may be frequently deleted: they may be informed on, they may lose courage and leave, they may be removed at random by a hostile regime (like the Auschwitz inmates who were arrested in street round-ups, or were shot in the camp for getting a parcel). Without much link redundancy, the secret society would be in continual danger of being cut to pieces. Note that one of our most hierarchical examples, the Auschwitz underground, was far more dense than the planners' original visions of five or even three man cells in a sparse hierarchy; and a good thing too, since the underground was able to carry on even after the sudden arrest and execution of most of its top leaders. The second major area for development is morphology. With only half a dozen well-reported cases, and in the early stages of theoretical development, it suffices to work with a crude single dimension like the degree of approximation to a hierarchy. But this may well not suffice forever. What aspects of hierarchical structure are important here? How shall we classify the many different ways that an organization can be something other than hierarchical in form? Empirically, how much variation does there tend to be in secret society structures? How can this variation be best conceptualized?



Conclusions The study of secret societies is important in part for intrinsic interest and in part, as Simmel (363) reminds us, because the topic illuminates extremes and hence is theoretically important. One could see secret societies as extreme cases of interest groups or purposive self conscious organizations as Simmel does; as organizations especially sensitive to their environment; as uniquely well encapsulated subcultures; or as the limit of personal recruitment to organizations. Already secret societies are prominent in discussions of rebellion and revolution or of crime and deviance. The particular approach to secret societies taken here is, I believe, especially likely to prove helpful because it is especially general. The focus throughout has been on structure and not on content, on patterns of ties and relatively abstract features such as their strength rather than on culturally specific definitions such as the content of a strong tie. Nadel has most elegantly made the case for potentially wide applicability of structural analysis. The relevant prior network may vary from case to case, depending on participant understanding of the ties most to be trusted for a given purpose in a given context; but the structure of the prior network will



204 / Social Forces Volume 60:1, September 1981 always have consequences for the structure of the secret society. We can thus use the same framework to discuss a nineteenth-century religious sect in Imperial China, or a network of soft drug users in contemporary England, or a Second World War underground in Auschwitz or Norway. Appendix: Some Problems in Studying the Structureof Secret Societies The study of secret societies raises some knotty and intriguing methodological problems. Clearly the task is, in general, a hard one, since the very secrecy that distinguishes these societies obscures them, especially when disclosure is truly dangerous. In this Appendix, I describebiases especially importantfor the study of structure, the central concern of this paper. For more wide-ranging discussions of research problems in fieldwork, there is a growing body of methodological work (see Becker;Weppner);for historiography,see the discussion in substantive reports (e.g., Garlinski;Naquin). Tohelp the readerkeep trackof this informationTable1 summarizeskinds of Table 1:A.



MAJOR BIASES-"HARD"



"Hard" Biases



Auschwitz Underground



White



Lotus



Lupollo



"Family"



Ultimate Observers 200



Several dozens



Varied, may tend to be higher



Top level



Number



Many



Structural location



Varied, tends be higher up



Training



General



Selection bias



Accessible Polish survivors; non-Jew nonCommunists, higher in underground



Males, more active in rebellion



Males group



Intermediaries



For some accounts, political organization



Experienced officials



Lower levels seen through reports of upper level



Other Data Sources



German and Polish documents



Memorials, documents



Kind of Tie Reported



Known as fellow members



Teacher-pupil; activity



to



education



None;



major in all



ones,



One field-worker, several wel 1-educated participants



illiterate



Imperial



captured



joint



Business



in central



kin



listings



For top level: kinship, authority, business interaction; for lower levels, lines of command



Secrecy & Social Structure/ 205 bias by secret society. Some of the biases are grouped together as "hard" biases because they refer to relatively clear-cut aspects of what was or could have been observed. I have assumed here the hearsay is not evidence, especially for secret societies; an observer can only report accuratelyon the relationships he has seen himself, quite aside from other biases that may creep in.4 Thus I have noted the number of ultimate observers, their position in the secret society structure, their trainingif any, and obvious biases in the process by which they or their information came to the researcher'sattention. Often the observer information comes to the researcherthroughintermediaries,who may filteror distortit, so the intermediaries are also noted. The distinction between observer, intermediary, and researcher roles is, of course, a very rough one since these roles can be combined in various ways. I have also noted whether the researcherwas able to triangulate to some extent by drawing on other sources of information such as archives or police accounts. Finally,it is essential to be aware of the kinds of ties that are being recorded; the observersand researcherspay varying amounts of attention to varying kinds of relationships, which can have a considerableeffect on the kind of structures portrayed. "Soft" biases, on the other hand, refer to ways in which observablethings may be misrecordedbecause of preconceptions or distortions. The observers may



San Antonio Heroin Market



English Marijuana Market



Norwegian Resistance



40 interviewed, more observed



200



One main observer, the author, number of others unknown



AUl but top level and casual users on fringes, street levels most observed



Everywhere



Unknown



Redlinger, a rest sociologist; poorly educated



Some college educated, some not



Aubert, sociologist; unknown



Heavier, longerusers established



Biased against isolates, lighter users, and possibly females and lower classes



Unknown



Unknown



Some reports of highest levels from immediate subordinates Clinic social police



records; workers;



Economic, for higher levels; economic plus friendship and lower interaction down



others



Field observation; casual talk; introductions



"Published references)



Any tie including mutual awareness of drug use



Mutual or one-way awareness awareness of participation in underground; superiorinferior lines of command



reports"



(no
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Table 1:B.



MAJOR BIASES-"SOFT"



"Softt" Biases



Auschwitz Underground



Perceived Structure



Underground army; hierarchy



Hierarchy



Perceived Kind of Ties



Fellow fighters



Teacher-pupil



links



For top level, multiplex kin ties



National, political divisions



Female participation under-recorded



Other ethnicities, Blacks especially and Jews derogated



Prejudices Categories



White Lotus



Lupollo "Family" Kin-based hierarchical enterprise



re: and sex



Groups



Rivalry among political organ i za t ions



Sect and officials hostile



Vested interests



Claims to underground leadership of current and political prest ige va lue



Members minimized of participation selves and others



Incriminating details concealed



misperceive relationships because they have strong beliefs about what the relationships are, or ought to be. Thus they may believe that they belong to a hierarchical organization, and report it as such; or they may believe they are among friends and report a much looser structure. The informants' conceptions of the structure and of the nature of the ties within the structure are noted. The informants may also be subject to prejudice, leading to misperception of the roles played by other organizations or by members of various social categories. And finally, they may of course distort information deliberately in order to serve their interests as they see them. This is by no means an exhaustive list of problems in studying secret societies; our interest here is in biases of general importance for the study of organizational structure. For Auschwitz, observers include the major underground organizer reporting through detailed memoires and dozens of others who provided documents and interviews. Most were educated though not trained in social sciences; they tended to be higher up in the underground and to be non-Communist non-Jewish Poles, hence likely to survive and to be available. Political rivalries, including claims to major roles in the now prestigious underground, may distort some accounts including Garlinski's. Prejudice between nationality groups was also common. Most observers were men, who took a rather paternalistic view of women in spite of their experience and opportunities so that the actual role of women may be underestimated. Participants, especially the many army men, thought of their organization as an underground army. All in all, the biases in this case are likely to lead to an overestimate of the rigidity of the hierarchical structure, both through the hierarchical images of structure and relationships so common to participants and through past and current hostilities that may lead to overemphasis on separations between groups. The uprising by the Peking White Lotus sect was quickly crushed and ably investigated; the result is some 200 participant accounts, most of which can be
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San Antonio Heroin Market



Engi ish Marijuana Network



Norwegian Resistance



Business, to higher levels; network cum market, to lower; market, to Reglinger



A subculture without explicit organization



Underground; probably hierarchical



Trust stressed by lower participants; not clear for higher



Friendship



Comradeship in danger; interdependence



Non MexicanAmericans disl iked and d istrusted



Possibly sexism; class barriers



Unknown



Nominal top level, Norway, mistrusted disl iked Probably many ties concealed in own and others' interests



None structurally relevant



outside and



None reported



cross-checked. The interrogatedsect members had positions in varying levels and branches of the sect and were mostly illiterate;women were underrepresented since they were less likely than men to be arrested or recorded. Other sources include official and sect documents. Both the sect members and the government investigators saw the sect as a hierarchy.Officials may have overemphasized the organizational strength of the sect to excuse its partial success. Members had a vested interest in minimizing their own participationand in implicating as few others as possible, which may have led to some underestimateof the density of ties in the sect even though the investigators pressed for information about them. Again, the net effect of the biases is probablyan overestimateof hierarchy. Ianni, a trainedfieldworker,spent several years observing the kinship group from which the top level of the Lupollo "family"was recruited. This group also supplied most of his generally well-educated informants. Supplementaryinformation was taken from standard business sources for the legal parts of the family enterprise. For the central kin group, a wide variety of ties is recorded:kin ties, lines of command, power, deference, and business exchanges. For lower parts of the organization, lines of command were emphasized, e.g., in the organization chartof the numbersenterprise. In lanni's view, the organizationis definitely not a formalorganizationlike a business. Nevertheless, both he and the participantssee the family and the family business as hierarchicalstructures with clear lines of authorityand degrees of access to information.Finally,informants tried to conceal incriminating details and lanni was careful to avoid recording them, but such details did not include patterns of organization. Overall, the structureis probably less tidily hierarchicalthan it is painted, especially for the more indirectly and incompletely observed lower levels. Redlinger,a sociologist, got 21 interviews with heroin users in a clinic and also interviewed and observed 19 others in the field. Most of his informantswere poorly educated, seriously addicted, and fromlower levels. Supplementarysources



208 / Social Forces Volume 60:1, September 1981 (clinic records, social workers, and police) were also best informed about heavier users rather than casual users or top-level wholesalers and importers. The participants see the market"as a network of friendships, relations, constraintsand crisis," while Redlinger sees it as a market. Where the market aspects are stressed, as for higher levels, the structureappears more hierarchical;where the trust and friendship aspects are stressed, as for lower levels, the structure appears more loose. Almost all the participantsare Mexican-Americanswho mistrust and exclude other ethnicities, possibly underreportingtheir participationas well. Informantsprobably concealed many of their connections to protect others and their own valuable knowledge about contacts. Overall, the informationis fragmentaryand apparently subject to various biases of often uncertaineffect. Plant did two years of fieldwork, tracing 200 drug users through informal snowballing. There is probably a bias toward more socially active and well-connected members, heavier users (61), middle-class users (105), and men (65). Information on ties in the network comes from the 200 informants, introductions that lead to the informantsin the first place, observation, and remarksin conversations, with the various sources quite consistent. Any contact was included if the two actors knew each other and were aware of each other's membership in the drug subculture. The inclusiveness poses problems in comparison to other studies with a narrowerfocus on possibly more hierarchicalsubsets of ties. The members themselves saw users as a distinctive group and subcultureknit by friendship ties. There is no indication they thought in terms of an organization or a hierarchy.These perceptions may have led to some underreportingof, say, the power and relative access to information of larger dealers. Prejudices may include the taken-forgrantedassumption that women play only a marginalrole as adjunctsto their men. Middle-class users often knew but infrequently interacted with lower-class users; Plant worked longer with the formerso may be less informed about ties among the latter, who include many of the larger dealers. The main vested interest of the informantswas to present themselves as good people even though users. A structurally relevant interest, self-protection, played little of any part here because risk was low. Overall, some of the biases may veil hierarchicalelements somewhat but this network cannot be very hierarchical. Aubert, a sociologist, participatedin the Norwegian underground. He does not clarify his position, the extent to which he drew on other informants, nor the position of other informants. He screens his recollections through social theory, especially Simmel's, though he feels that his underground was not a secret society in Simmel's sense. Participantsgenerally believed they joined in patriotic,dangerous enterprises requiring some separation of levels and branches for security, yet rendered egalitarianby a strong sense of "communalityof fate."Those in Norway preferredlocalized control because only those on the spot could really understand and deal with security problems and localized control was more democratic.Possible biases are not sufficiently well described for their overall impact to be judged. Comradeship, interdependence, and democraticvalues may have led to an underestimate of hierarchicalaspects; awareness of the need for security and belief in the traditional hierarchicalmodel of security maximization may have led to an overestimate. In considering the above discussion and Table1, it is clear that each kind of bias touched on here must be considered in evaluating a reportof a secret society's structure. Each of the biases has some impact for more than just one or two of the cases. This is no cause for despair, since good accounts tend to have the necessary informationfor a reasonablejudgment.
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Notes 1. Forexample, Simmel's discussion of psychology may be useful when secret society participants are not constrainedby the exigencies of danger.Organizationslike the modern Freemasons show an elaborationthat may reflect the love of planning (Simmel, 357) and Cohn's analysis of the Jehovah'sWitnesses supports Simmel's (355)discussion of the importanceof having and sharing secrets. On more structuralissues, one might follow up the suggestion that secretsocietiesbe seen as a particularkind of voluntaryorganization,an extremeinstance of a self-conscious special-purpose group ("the opposite of all spontaneous groups . . . Its social-psychologicalform is clearly that of the interest group," Simmel, 363). Safe secret societies may require further subclassificationsuch as Wedgwood's distinctions based on manifestand latent function. 2. One distinction noted by several readers is that between criminaland politicalorganizations. This distinction does usefully remind us of variablesthat might play a part in further analysis, such as: goals (personalvs. collective), type and pervasiveness of shared ideology, similarvs. sharedinterests. The impactof such variablesis much less strikingthan thatof risk so that analysis of their effects will requirelaterwork with an expanded data set. Meanwhile, note that these theoretically promising variables are poorly related to the more popular criminal-politicaldichotomy.Participantsin some of the resistanceorganizationswere motivated by personal benefits, not just collective goals, while participantsin the marijuananetwork saw themselves and behaved as members of a community. Further,the definition of a secret society as criminalor politicalis itself a politicaldecision varying with the stance of the observer. All the examples in this paper were officiallydefined as criminalby the prevailing regime. With one possible exception (Redlinger,where the relevant data are not given) participantsin the organizationssaw their activitiesas justified and the regimeas wrong. As observers, our use of the criminallabel is likely to reflect our sympathies. Thus the criminalpolitical dichotomy is both difficult to apply objectively and a poor guide to variables of theoreticalinterest. 3. When there are enough data, such routinefluctuationsmay follow stochasticprocesses;see for example, the interesting model of the diffusion of heroin use developed by Hunt and Chambers. 4. It is possible that secret society membersare more accuratein observingthese directlyvisible ties than people usually are in observing the relationshipsthey encounter in more mundane settings, like workplaces.Afterall, danger sharpens the wits; the secret society member can hope to reduce his risk by carefulobservationand such observationwill be enhanced by arousal. However, just the opposite may be true for relationshipsnot directlyobserved;that is, the secret society member may be especially inaccurate.Informationis likely to be especiallywell screenedfromhim, while his need for a sense of controlin a riskysituationwill lead him to think that he knows more than he does.
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